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Patient P.T.P., 73 years old, came to the office with complaints of fatigue, 
shortness of breath with little physical exertion, physical weakness.

Anamnesis: ischemic heart disease, impaired glucose tollerance. For several days 
he was treated in the cardiology department, megaloblastic anemia was established. 
The patient's condition worsened, and the patient's daughter took him away.

Objectively: The condition is pronounced asthenic, pallor of the skin and mucous 
membranes, rapid pulse. Height - 175 cm, weight - 78 kg, blood type - 0.

When examining by the ART method on the "IMEDIS" equipment:
- mental load ($ 1 and $ 2);
- tension of the endocrine system 2 and 5 tbsp;
- a global indication of the depletion of the immune system;
- global indication of immune weakening (2);
- dysbiosis in the large and small intestine;
- an obvious malignant process;
- presence of tumors ($ 1 and $ 4);
- indication of incorrect polarity;
- Intox I;
- Onco protein D0, D3, D6, D30;
- normal protein D0, D6, D30, D100, D10000;
- Fuzailova's drug 1 D0, D100, D200, D10000;
- pre-oncological process 2 tbsp.
- oncological process in situ;
- dwindling reserves of adaptation 1, 2, 3 st .;
- moderate to high degree of depletion of the immune system;
- 2 clinical degree of the salary;
- Potential for grade 1 malignancy;
- carcinous phenomena D24;
- foci and fields of interference: the mucous membrane of the stomach, the mucous 

membrane of the small intestine, Vater's nipple;
- the nosode of adenocarcinoma of the stomach was tested;
- the transitional cell nosode was tested. UD cancer;
- stomach organopreparation D3, D4, D5, D6, D10;
- radiation and oncology were tested from the Metabolix preparations in the 
stomach.

The patient was advised to consult a gastroenterologist and undergo a 
gastroscopy. The daughter made an appointment, but she was refused further 
examinations and was offered only a blood transfusion. Due to the poor state of 
health care in Bulgaria, unfortunately, such cases
relationships with patients are no exception. She brought the 
reception to our office.

Second reception: 12/08/2010 - State expressed

father again on

asthenic,

- one -
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blood test: hemoglobin - 75 g / L, erythrocytes - 2.26 T / L, hematocrit -
0.22 L / L.

When examining by the ART method, the results are similar to those of the first 
appointment. An appointment with a gastroenterologist and gastroscopy was again 
recommended. They also recommended a daily intake of fresh juice from red beets, 
carrots, apples, Sambucus ebulus extract - elderberry herb, which has
anticarcinogenic effect and is used in Bulgarian folk medicine.

The third appointment: 12/20/2010: There is an improvement in the patient's condition, a 
decrease in fatigue and shortness of breath.

Blood test: hemoglobin - 82 g / L, erythrocytes - 2.53 T / L, hematocrit - 0.25 
L / L.

The ART method revealed a change:
- Onco protein D0, D3, D12, D100;
- normal protein D0, D100;
- average reserves of adaptation 2 tbsp;
- adenocarcinoma, degenerative nosode, gastric adenoma, benign tumors, 

pre-oncological process, oncological process in situ, onco protein D0, D3, 
D12, D100 were tested through the gastric OP.

We decided to include SDA, Phytox 36 - an energy antioxidant, Cytomix by 
GUNA, Splenum suis forte. The preparations were tested through several filters 
and PA. It is recommended to continue taking juices and extract of Sambucus 
ebulus - herb elderberry.

Fourth appointment: 01/14/2011 Significant improvement is observed
fortunes
color normalized
positive.

patient, shortness of breath is absent, fatigue has decreased, 
skin and mucous membranes, the patient is active, mood

Blood test: hemoglobin - 103 g / L, erythrocytes - 3.17 T / L, hematocrit - 0.31 
L / L.

When examining by the ART method:
- high and extremely high degree of tension of the immune system;
- benign process (papillary);
- benign process (cyst, myoma);
- benign tumor processes;
- onco protein D6, D100;
- normal protein D3, D100, D500, D10000;
- benign tumor processes;
- pre-oncological process 1 tbsp;
- average reserves of adaptation 2 tbsp.
Selenum D24 has been added to the previous drugs.
Fifth appointment: 02/18/2011 Improvement continues, there is no shortness of 

breath and fatigue, the patient is energetic, good color of skin and mucous membranes.
Blood test: hemoglobin - 122 g / L, erythrocytes - 3.77 T / L, hematocrit - 0.36 

L / L.

When examining by the ART method:
- low degree of tension of the immune system;
- an indication of the depletion of the immune system;
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- benign processes (cyst, myoma);
- benign tumor processes;
- pre-oncological process 1 tbsp;
- protein onco D30, D100;
- normal protein D200, D1000;
- good reserves of adaptation 2 tbsp.
Recipe: SDA, Energetic. antioxidant, Cytomix TM, Selenum D24 intake of juices 

and extract of Sambucus ebulus - herb elderberry.
The treatment continues, the next appointment is scheduled in a month.

We can draw the following conclusion: the use of the equipment of the 
IMEDIS Center gives enormous advantages in carrying out reliable diagnostics and 
adequate treatment of a wide variety of pathologies, including oncological 
diseases. SDA drugs have an incredible corrective effect on the physical and 
psycho-emotional level.
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